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Although white matter hyperintensities have traditionally been viewed as a marker of vascular disease, recent pathology studies
have found an association between white matter hyperintensities and Alzheimer’s disease pathologies. The objectives of this study
were to investigate the topographic patterns of white matter hyperintensities associated with Alzheimer’s disease biomarkers
measured using PET. From the population-based Mayo Clinic Study of Aging, 434 participants without dementia (55% male)
with FLAIR and gradient recall echo MRI, tau-PET (AV-1451) and amyloid-PET scans were identiﬁed. A subset had cerebral
microbleeds detected on T2* gradient recall echo scans. White matter hyperintensities were semi-automatically segmented using
FLAIR MRI in participant space and normalized to a custom template. We used statistical parametric mapping 12-based, voxelwise, multiple-regression analyses to detect white matter hyperintense regions associated with Alzheimer’s biomarkers (global
amyloid from amyloid-PET and meta-regions of interest tau uptake from tau-PET) after adjusting for age, sex and hypertension.
For amyloid associations, we additionally adjusted for tau and vice versa. Topographic patterns of amyloid-associated white matter
hyperintensities included periventricular white matter hyperintensities (frontal and parietal lobes). White matter hyperintense volumes in the detected topographic pattern correlated strongly with lobar cerebral microbleeds (P 5 0.001, age and sex adjusted
Cohen’s d = 0.703). In contrast, there were no white matter hyperintense regions signiﬁcantly associated with increased tau burden
using voxel-based analysis or region-speciﬁc analysis. Among non-demented elderly, amyloid load correlated with a topographic
pattern of white matter hyperintensities. Further, the amyloid-associated, white matter hyperintense regions strongly correlated
with lobar cerebral microbleeds suggesting that cerebral amyloid angiopathy contributes to the relationship between amyloid and
white matter hyperintensities. The study did not support an association between increased tau burden and white matter hyperintense burden.
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Introduction

Materials and methods
Study participants
Participants, aged 50 to 89, were enrolled in the Mayo Clinic
Study of Aging (MCSA), a population-based study of Olmsted
County, Minnesota residents. The Rochester Epidemiology
Project (REP) medical records linkage system was used to enumerate the Olmsted County population (St Sauver et al.,
2012). Randomly selected participants from Olmsted County
were invited to participate in the study. This study included
434 non-demented participants with FLAIR-MRI, tau-PET
(AV-1451) and Pittsburgh compound B (PiB)-PET (amyloid)
scans to assess the relationship between FLAIR WMH and
Alzheimer’s disease pathologies. Using the medical records
linkage system, a nurse abstracted the history of hypertension
(St Sauver et al., 2011).

Cognitive assessment
Participants underwent a neuropsychological battery encompassing four cognitive domains: (i) memory; (ii) attention-executive function; (iii) language; and (iv) visuospatial skills
(Roberts et al., 2008). In addition to the neuropsychological
testing, participants were evaluated by a study coordinator and
physician. A past medical history review and interview with a
study partner and participant was performed by the study coordinator, and a physician completed the mental status and
neurological examinations. Subsequently, at a consensus conference with the examining physician, study coordinator, and
neuropsychologist, participants were classiﬁed cognitively as
has been described previously (Roberts et al., 2008).
Participants were assigned a diagnosis of cognitively unimpaired [not mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia]
using previously published criteria (Petersen, 2004; McKhann
et al., 2011) or MCI (Petersen et al., 2019).

Standard protocol approvals,
registrations and patient consents
These studies were approved by the Mayo Clinic and Olmsted
Medical Center Institutional Review Boards. Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants.

FLAIR MRI assessment of white
matter hyperintensities
All MRI images were acquired on 3 T MRI scanners (GE
Healthcare). We used both the T1-weighted MPRAGE image
and FLAIR image of each individual for the WMH segmentation. FLAIR MRI scans with repetition time = 11 000 ms, echo
time = 147 ms, inversion time = 2250 ms, 256  192 matrix,
24-cm ﬁeld of view and 3-mm slice thickness were carried
out to quantify WMH volume (Kantarci et al., 2013b).
Brieﬂy, we ﬁrst identiﬁed possible WMH voxels through clustering via connected components using the FLAIR images. We
then used SPM5 segmentations from T1-weighted image
aligned to the FLAIR images and corresponding brain masks
to remove non-brain tissue and voxels that had a high likelihood of being grey matter and not likely WMH. Additional
clusters were excluded if they occurred external to areas categorized as white matter, made up of a single isolated voxel, or
had no supra-threshold FLAIR voxels after blurring. The
WMH masks identiﬁed through this process were then manually edited by trained image analysts to ﬁx incorrect WMH
classiﬁcations to ensure consistent WMH segmentation across
participants. Voxels associated with infarcts were removed and
not considered as part of the WMH measurement.
We then normalized the edited WMH masks to Mayo Clinic
Adult Lifespan Template (MCALT) (Schwarz et al., 2017)
space (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/mcalt) by applying the
rigid registration between the FLAIR scan and the corresponding T1-weighted MRI, then applying normalization parameters
for the T1-weighted MRI, previously computed with statistical
parametric mapping 12, and resampling using nearest
neighbour.
These normalized segmentation masks were smoothed by a
6 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel
prior to performing voxel-based analyses.
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White matter hyperintensities (WMH) are commonly detected on FLAIR MRI and increase with age. WMH are
considered a manifestation of cerebral small vessel disease
(Pantoni, 2010) and coincide with other imaging markers
of cerebral small vessel disease. The most consistent risk
factors for WMH development are age and hypertension
(de Leeuw et al., 2002; Gottesman et al., 2010; Verhaaren
et al., 2013). Cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA), another
cerebral small vessel disease, has also been shown to be a
risk factor for WMH. There is increased WMH burden
among subjects with CAA compared to subjects without
CAA (Holland et al., 2008), and amyloid burden and
WMH in CAA are strongly correlated (Gurol et al., 2013).
Recent literature has focused on understanding the relationships between WMH and Alzheimer’s disease pathologies. In autosomal dominant Alzheimer’s disease, WMH
burden was found to be greater than in controls and associated with cerebral microbleeds (CMBs) (Lee et al., 2018).
Among amyloid-positive individuals, those with a diagnosis
of Alzheimer’s disease dementia have greater WMH than
those who are cognitively unimpaired (Provenzano et al.,
2013). Imaging pathological studies in Alzheimer’s disease
dementia participants have also shown a relationship between tau burden and WMH (Erten-Lyons et al., 2013),
particularly in the parietal lobes (McAleese et al., 2015).
These studies suggest that degenerative pathologies contribute to WMH, in addition to cerebrovascular disease.
Whether Alzheimer’s disease pathologies contribute signiﬁcantly to WMH in the general population remains unclear.
Using the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging, we investigated the
relationship between Alzheimer’s disease pathologies and
WMH in vivo in a population-based setting. Given the
availability of amyloid-PET and tau-PET for detection of
Alzheimer’s disease pathologies, our study objective was to
determine the anatomical associations between WMH and
Alzheimer’s disease pathologies in the general population.
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WMH and Alzheimer’s biomarkers

MRI examination of cerebral
microbleeds

Amyloid and tau PET markers
Amyloid-PET imaging was carried out with 11C-PiB. Tau PET
was carried out with AV-1451, synthesized on site with precursor supplied by Avid Radiopharmaceuticals (Schwarz et al.,
2016). Late-uptake amyloid-PET images were acquired 40–
60 min and tau-PET 80–100 min after injection. CT was obtained for attenuation correction.
Amyloid-PET and tau-PET were analysed with our in-house
fully automated image-processing pipeline, where image voxel
values were extracted from automatically labelled regions of
interest propagated from the MCALT template (Senjem et al.,
2005). Amyloid-PET and tau-PET standardized uptake value
ratio (SUVR) values were formed by normalizing target regions
of interest to the cerebellar Crus grey matter (Jack et al.,
2017a).
An amyloid-PET SUVR was formed from previously published regions of interest (Jack et al., 2017a) normalized to
the cerebellar Crus grey median. A tau-PET meta-region of
interest was formed from a voxel number-weighted average
of the median uptake in previously published regions of interest (Jack et al., 2017a) normalized to the cerebellar Crus grey
median. The tau-PET meta-region of interest was composed of
the entorhinal, amygdala, parahippocampal, fusiform, inferior
temporal, and middle temporal regions of interest. This metaregion of interest was selected as it has previously been used in
cognitively unimpaired individuals and increases with age as
expected (Jack et al., 2017b).
The participants’ MRI scans were used for the quantiﬁcation
of the PET images. PET data were not corrected for partial
volume.

Statistical analysis
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants
were summarized using means and standard deviations for
continuous variables and counts and percentages for categorical variables. We also provided the demographic characteristics and imaging biomarkers categorized by clinical status in
Supplementary Table 1. The distributions of the continuous
variables were examined for approximate symmetry and normality using plots; PiB SUVR was subsequently log-transformed for statistical tests to reduce a positive skew. There
were two analyses as part of this study: (i) SPM analyses to
investigate the associations between voxel-level WMH and
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Alzheimer’s disease biomarkers; and (ii) associations between
the WMH volumes in the detected WMH regions with lobar
CMBs.

Associations between white matter hyperintensity
maps, global amyloid and tau
We conducted a voxel-wise multiple regression analysis in
SPM 12 (Ashburner, 2009) to detect spatial associations between Alzheimer’s disease biomarkers (global amyloid from
amyloid-PET and meta-region of interest tau uptake from
tau-PET) and WMH maps. Smoothed WMH maps (dependent variable), PiB ratio, tau meta-region of interest, age, sex
and history of hypertension (predictor variables) were
entered into the model. A study-speciﬁc, white matter
mask, thresholded to include voxels with a white matter
probability 40.25, was used as explicit mask for the analysis. We tested the independent effects of total amyloid and
tau meta-region of interest on WMH (i.e. for amyloid associations, results were adjusted for tau and vice versa).
Resulting t-maps from the voxel-wise analyses were thresholded and binarized to create two whole-brain binary masks
that reﬂected the spatial associations between Alzheimer’s
disease biomarkers and WMH with greater sensitivity or speciﬁcity. Our main analyses consisted of WMH regions detected with voxel-level threshold of false discovery rate
(FDR)-corrected P 5 0.05. We label this mask as a sensitivity
mask (higher sensitivity detection). In addition, we also
applied a more stringent FDR-corrected P 5 0.001 for the
speciﬁc mask in order to identify those regions with greater
spatial speciﬁcity. In both cases, we additionally applied a
threshold of FWE-corrected P 5 0.05 at cluster level. The
total WMH burden (volume cm3) within these masks was
used in a second step to assess associations with CMBs.
To assess and provide a visual reference of the sensitivity/
speciﬁcity of the maps created from the voxel-wise analyses,
we generated a frequency map to visualize the proportion of
study participants with WMH in a speciﬁc spatial location.
Normalized WMH maps were added, averaged and multiplied
by 100.

Associations between specific and sensitive masks
and lobar microbleeds
To determine whether the amyloid load-related WMH masks
were driven in part by CAA, we performed an exploratory
analysis to test the association between WMH volume in the
masks and CMBs. We categorized individuals based on the
presence of strictly lobar CMBs = 0 and 52 and compared
the WMH volumes in the speciﬁc and sensitive masks between
these two categories. As two or more strictly lobar CMBs are a
diagnostic biomarker of CAA (Greenberg and Charidimou,
2018), we also estimated the effect sizes of associations between lobar CMB 5 2 versus 0 CMBs and the WMH volumes
in these masks.

Data availability
Data from the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging, including data
from this study, are available upon request.
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All participants also underwent T2* gradient recall echo (repetition time/echo time = 200/20 ms; ﬂip angle = 12 ; in-plane
matrix = 256  224; phase ﬁeld of view = 1.00; slice thickness = 3.3 mm; acquisition time was 5 min). CMBs were
graded on T2* sequences and deﬁned based on current consensus criteria (Greenberg et al., 2009; Kantarci et al., 2013a).
All possible CMBs were marked by trained image analysts and
subsequently conﬁrmed by a vascular neurologist or radiologist experienced in reading the T2* gradient recall echo blinded
to the participants’ clinical information (Graff-Radford et al.,
2019). We only included strictly lobar CMBs, which may be a
marker of CAA.
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Table 1 Characteristics with the mean (SD) listed for
the continuous variables and count (%) for the categorical variables
All n = 424
233
75.0
120
14.8
259
33
0.15

(55)
(8.4)
(28%)
(2.6)
(61)
(8)
(1.07)

1.57 (0.41)
1.21 (0.10)

White matter hyperintensity masks
and cerebral microbleeds
Table 3 reports the characteristics and associations with the
WMH masks for those with 52 lobar CMBs compared to
those with 0 lobar CMBs. A box plot of WMH in the sensitive and speciﬁc masks as a function of 52 lobar CMBs is
shown in Fig. 3. Seventeen participants had 52 strictly
lobar CMBs. Both the sensitive (P 5 0.001, age and sex-adjusted Cohen’s d = 0.703) and speciﬁc (P 5 0.001, age and
sex-adjusted Cohen’s d = 0.68) WMH maps were strongly
associated with 52 lobar CMBs after adjusting for age.

Results
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the participants.
Three hundred and ninety-one participants were cognitively
unimpaired and 33 participants had MCI.

Association of amyloid-PET with
white matter hyperintensities
After adjusting for age, sex, hypertension and tau SUVR,
the topographic amyloid-associated WMH patterns after
both voxel and cluster level corrections primarily included
periventricular WMH (frontal and parietal lobes). Table 2
shows the anatomical labels, peak coordinates, cluster sizes,
and statistics of the voxel-wise multiple regression.
Masks with lenient (greater detection sensitivity) and
strict thresholds (greater detection speciﬁcity) are shown
in the Fig. 1. The visual comparison between the three
maps strikingly shows that the speciﬁcity mask captures
the areas of higher WMH frequency in the study population. The mask with greater sensitivity covered most of the
high WMH frequency regions that are seen across the study
population with the largest cluster in the posterior cingulum bundle. The mask with greater speciﬁcity was sparse,
with the largest clusters in the frontal and parietal lobes.

Association of tau-PET with white
matter hyperintensities
After adjusting for age, sex, hypertension and amyloid
load, there were no WMH regions signiﬁcantly associated
with increased global tau burden. We also investigated regional associations using a lobar atlas in the MCALT
(Schwarz et al., 2017) space. We did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant positive associations between WMH burden within
each lobe with tau-PET SUVR extracted in the same
region (Fig. 2). Without adjusting for amyloid, we still

Discussion
In the study of non-demented individuals, we found that
amyloid burden measured by PET was associated with a
topographic pattern of WMH. These amyloid-related
WMH regions were associated with lobar CMBs suggesting
that regional changes correlate with CAA. We found no
evidence to support an association between tau burden
and WMH burden.
Prior studies have shown that WMH develop in areas of
low white matter perfusion, and areas with lower cerebral
blood ﬂow adjacent to WMH are associated with future
WMH development (Promjunyakul et al., 2015). In mouse
models of parenchymal amyloid deposition and CAA, cerebral blood ﬂow is unchanged when amyloid is only present
in the parenchyma but is reduced with CAA (Maier et al.,
2014). Among individuals with at least one lobar CMB, the
parietal lobe had the largest decrease in blood ﬂow compared to those without lobar CMBs, although the frontal
cortex, precuneus, and anterior cingulate also show
decreased cerebral blood ﬂow relative to controls (Gregg
et al., 2015). It is possible that regions with reduced cerebral blood ﬂow in individuals with lobar CMBs, a marker
of CAA, are most susceptible to WMH.

Regional white matter hyperintensity
associations with amyloid deposition
and mechanistic basis
A prior study demonstrated that WMH burden was associated with amyloid burden among CAA participants but
not those with a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease dementia
or those who were cognitively unimpaired (Gurol et al.,
2013). Therefore, we sought to determine whether lobar
CMBs (a surrogate of CAA pathology) are associated
with a WMH mask related to amyloid burden. After
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Demographics
Males, n (%)
Age, years
e4 carrier, n (%)
Education, years
Hypertension, n (%)
Cognitively impaired (%)
Global cognitive z-score
Imaging
Amyloid-PET SUVR
Tau-PET SUVR

found no associations between WMH and tau [r = 0.0036
(P 4 0.1)].
We tested for tau  sex and amyloid  sex interactions
on WMH burden. There were no signiﬁcant interaction
effects, suggesting that the results did not differ by sex.

WMH and Alzheimer’s biomarkers
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Table 2 Anatomical labels, cluster size (mm3), voxel and cluster corrected P-values, t-values and peak voxel coordinates of the areas of positive association between PiB ratio and smoothed WMH probability maps, adjusted by
age, sex, hypertension, and tau meta-region of interest
Cluster size, mm3

Cluster PFWE-corr

Peak PFWE-corr

T-value

Coordinates
x

67281

R Parietal (posterior cingulum)

68097

Specific mask
L Parietal (posterior cingulum)
L occipital (inf. longitudinal fasc.)
L frontal (sup. corona radiata)

z

50.001
50.001
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002

50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001

6.05
5.46
5.32
5.23
5.17
5.13

20
21
27
22
22
27

57
45
56
66
58
0

36
44
3
0
30
40

2720

50.001

246
5781

0.034
50.001

500
776

0.012
0.005

R frontal (sup. longitudinal fasc.)

1104

0.002

R parietal (inf longitudinal fasc.)

908

0.003

L occipital (inf longitudinal fasc.)
R frontal (genu of corpus callosum)
R frontal (anterior corona radiata)

213
645
341

0.04
0.007
0.022

50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
0.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
50.001
0.001
0.001

6.05
5.46
5.32
5.28
5.05
4.98
5.23
5.17
4.72
4.13
5.13
5
4.84
4.76
4.83
4.75
4.32
4.25

20
21
27
24
26
22
22
22
21
14
27
21
21
16
21
14
21
12

57
45
56
14
6
24
66
58
64
57
0
6
44
51
70
33
21
24

36
44
3
33
33
24
0
30
24
28
40
40
39
42
2
9
24
18

R occipital (inf. longitudinal fasc.)
R occipital (inf. fronto-occipital fasc.)

Coordinates are given in MCAL template space. fasc. = fasciculus; inf. = inferior; L = left; R = right; sup = superior.

creating masks of these WMH patterns, we investigated
whether these regions are associated with CMB burden.
The WMH masks associated with amyloid burden are similar in appearance to the overall frequency map of WMH
(Fig. 1C); therefore, the pattern detected should not be
viewed as speciﬁc to amyloid. Although we had a limited
number of individuals with multiple lobar CMBs, we found
that these WMH masks were associated with lobar CMBs
suggesting that CAA contributes to the relationship between amyloid and WMH. We also found support for
this hypothesis when we found that the association between
WMH masks and amyloid was slightly attenuated when
lobar CMBs were taken into account. DIAN investigators
also demonstrated that autosomal dominant mutation carriers with Alzheimer’s disease had greater WMH burden
than non-carriers and that 20% of the relationship between mutation status and WMH was mediated by CMBs.
This ﬁnding suggests that CAA contributes to the development of WMH but does not fully explain the relationship
(Lee et al., 2018). Prior studies have shown that patients
with CAA have greater WMH burden than controls
(Holland et al., 2008). Compared to individuals with an
intracerebral haemorrhage due to hypertension and

WMH in deep regions, those with CAA have more subcortical WMH (Charidimou et al., 2016). Therefore, vascular
amyloid appears to be an important contributor to the development of WMH. Recently we have shown that lobar
but not deep CMBs are associated with amyloid burden in
the general population (Graff-Radford et al., 2019). The
development of these white matter masks associated with
amyloid burden and lobar CMBs reﬂects, in part, a contribution of CAA to WMH burden and will be helpful for
future studies investigating small vessel disease associated
with underlying CAA.

Lack of association of white matter
hyperintensities with tau burden
We did not detect an association between tau burden and
WMH in either the voxel-level analyses or region-level analyses. In the voxel-level analyses, we used a tau-PET measure focused on the temporal lobe, which captures
Alzheimer’s disease-speciﬁc tau burden, and did not ﬁnd
any effect of global tau on regional WMH. To conﬁrm
these results, we also repeated the analyses using regional
data to test whether there were associations of local tau
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between amyloid-PET SUVR and WMHs adjusted by age, sex, hypertension and tau meta-region of interest. (A) The sensitive mask, and (B) the
specific mask. (C) The frequency of WMHs in the study sample, ranging from very infrequent (dark blue colours) to very frequent (green to red
colours).

Table 3 Characteristics with the mean (SD) listed for the continuous variables and count (%) for the categorical
variables
Lobar = 0, n = 338

Lobar 5 2, n = 17

P-value

Cohen’s d

177 (52)
73.9 (8.0)

13 (76)
81.3 (7.5)

0.05
50.001

0.484
0.929

0.004
0.005

1.127
1.099

Adjusted Cohen’s d

a

Demographics
Males, n (%)
Age, years
Imagingb
WMH sensitive mask, cm3
WMH specific mask, cm3

7.5 (10.2)
0.6 (1.2)

22.6 (18.5)
2.5 (2.8)

0.703
0.68

a

P-values for differences between groups come from a t-test for the continuous variables or a chi-squared test for the categorical variables.
Cohen’s d and P-values for differences between groups come from an ANCOVA adjusted for age and sex with the ranks for the imaging biomarkers.

b

with local development of WMH and found no evidence to
support the hypothesis. This is in contrast to pathological
studies, which have shown a relationship between parietal
tau and WMH burden (McAleese et al., 2015). Because
amyloid is a signiﬁcant driver of tau deposition and amyloid and WMH are related, we had to additionally adjust
for amyloid when investigating associations between WMH
and tau. Even without adjusting for amyloid, we found no
associations between WMH and tau.
Several possible reasons exist for the lack of associations
between WMH and tau in our study. Our population

consisted of non-demented individuals. These individuals
tend to have a low overall tau burden (Jack et al.,
2017a) compared to the pathology studies that included
individuals with Alzheimer’s disease dementia at autopsy
and likely represented the severe end of the tauopathy spectrum. Different results may have been found if the same
evaluation were conducted in individuals with more
advanced neurodegenerative disease and established cognitive impairment. Finally, the detection sensitivity of AV1451 may be insufﬁcient to see early tau that is captured
at autopsy (Lowe et al., 2016). Overall, it is important to
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Figure 1 Results of the voxel-wise multiple regression analyses and frequency maps. (A and B) Areas of positive associations

WMH and Alzheimer’s biomarkers
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variables after accounting for age, sex, amyloid load and hypertension.

Figure 3 Box plot of WMH in the sensitive and specific masks as a function of two or more lobar CMBs. y-axis is volume of WMH.

note that the results we found in non-demented individuals
cannot be generalized to patients with dementia.
This study has some limitations. Because our population
was restricted to non-demented individuals, those with the
highest tau burden (Alzheimer’s disease dementia) were
excluded. Individuals with both high tau levels and high
WMH are more likely to have dementia. Future studies
will investigate the relationship between tau burden and

WMH in demented individuals, which would better correspond with the work done in most neuropathology studies.
Among non-demented elderly individuals, amyloid load
correlated with a topographic pattern of WMH. The topographic pattern of WMH correlated with CMB burden,
which suggests that these masks reﬂect the contribution
of CAA to WMH. No relationship was found between
tau burden and WMH suggesting that tau does not play
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Figure 2 Log (WMH) plotted against log (tau-PET SUVR) in different lobes. There were no significant associations between the two
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a signiﬁcant role in the pathogenesis of WMH in non-demented individuals.
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